The theorem is proved that a continuum that has only finitely many arc components (hence an arcwise connected continuum) and contains an w-od for every integer n must contain an infinite-od.
A continuum is a dn-continuum if no subcontinuum separates it into more than 77 components. A continuum X is an n-od if there exists a subcontinuum 77, called the hub, such that X\H has at least 77 components. If X\H has an infinite number of components then X is an 00-od. Note that a continuum X is a 0"-continuum if and only if X is not an (77 -I-l)-od.
Example. There exists a continuum with an infinite number of arc components that contains an 77-od for every 77 but does not contain an 00-od.
Let X be a continuum irreducible between a and b that admits a monotone upper semicontinuous map / onto [0, 1] such that (i) /~'(0) = a, f~l(l) = b, (ii) fi~l(y) is degenerate if y / ± for n = 3, 4,...,
f~](n) is a simple 77-od of diameter i for n = 3, 4, ... , and (iv) fi~x(~) has void interior for 77 = 3, 4, ... . The continuum X has the aforementioned properties.
To proceed, we need the following two theorems. Proof. Suppose W, a subcontinuum of X, has an infinite number of arc components. Since X has only finitely many arc components, let Cx, C2, ... be a sequence of arc components of W that lie in the same arc component C of X. Because C is arcwise connected, C\\J°fxCj # 0-Choose x in C\|J/^iC,, w in Ci, and let Ax = (w, x) be an arc in C from w to x. Let w' = lub/4l{y'|v £ Cx}. Then w' £ Cx . For, suppose not. There exists a sequence of points of Ax D Cx , wx, w2, ... , such that Wj < w' for i = 1,2,... and lim wt = w'. The subarc (wx,w') of Ax is not contained in W, so there is a subarc (rx, sx) of (wx, w') such that rx, sx £ W and (rx, sf) C\ W = 0. Without loss of generality, assume that w2 > sx . Then there exists a subarc (r2,s2) of the subarc (w2,w') of Ax such that r2, s2 £ W and (r2, s2) n W = 0 . Continuing, we obtain an infinite sequence (r\, sx), (r2, s2), ... of subarcs of Ax such that for i = 1, 2,... , r,\, s,1 £ W, (/-,-,Sj)nW = 0, and (r,, s() n (r}, sf = 0 if i ^ j. Then W u \fff=x (rt, s,) is an 00-od with hub W , a contradiction. So w' £ AXC\CX .
There exists a point v > w' in Ax such that the arc (w', v) n W = {w1}. For, suppose not. There exists a sequence of points vx ,v2, ... in Ax such that, for i -1, 2, ... , w' < v,■, v, g W and limi>, = w'. But w' £ Cx and w' = lub^,{y|y G Cx}, so (w', vt) <fc W for i = 1, 2, ... . Then by an analogous construction to that of the last paragraph, an 00-od can be constructed that yields a contradiction. Let Kx be a subarc of (w', v) with one end point w' such that diam ATi < 1.
Repeat the above argument with the arc component C2 and obtain an arc K2 such that Kf intersects W only at an end point of K2 and diam K2 < \ . Clearly K2 can be obtained such that Kx n K2 = 0. Then in general, there is a sequence of mutually disjoint arcs Kx, K2, ... such that for each i, 1' = 1,2,... , K( intersects W only at an end point of K, and diamTC, < I//.
Thus W U(J°lxKj is an 00-od with hub W, a contradiction. This proves Lemma 1.
Lemma 2. Let X be a continuum with only finitely many arc components and suppose X contains no 00-od. Then every subcontinuum ofi X is a 6"-continuum for some n. Lemma 3. Let X be a continuum with only finitely many arc components and suppose X contains no 00-od. Then every subcontinuum admits a unique monotone, upper semicontinuous decomposition, the elements of which have void interior and for which the quotient space is a graph. Furthermore, at most a finite number of the elements of the decomposition are nondegenerate.
Proof. Let W be a subcontinuum of X. By Lemma 1, W is hereditarily decomposable. By Lemma 2, W is a 0" -continuum for some n. Thus, by Theorem B, W admits the decomposition 32 of Lemma 3 for which W/3S is a graph. By Lemma 1, W has only finitely many arc components. Since W/2 is a graph, 2 contains only finitely many elements of order different from 2, where the order of an element of 3 is its order as an element of W/3S . There can be only finitely many nondegenerate elements of 2 of order 2; for otherwise, there would be infinitely many of these elements that are points on one edge of the graph W/3j , thus contradicting the fact that W has only finitely many arc components.
Theorem (Main result)
. If X is a continuum with only finitely many arc components and if X contains an n-odfor every n, then X contains an 00-od.
Proofi. Suppose X contains no 00-od and let X0 = X. By Lemma 3, X0 has a decomposition 3So such that Xo/2>o is a graph and at most a finite number of the elements of 3Sq are nondegenerate. Since Xo/SJ0 is a graph, there is a maximum integer «o such that Xq/^q contains an 77o-od. But Xq contains an 77-od for every 77, so it follows that an element Xx of 2>o has the property that Xx contains an 77-od for every 77. By Lemma 3 again, Xx has a decomposition 3)x to a graph and at most a finite number of the elements of 3lx are nondegenerate. Since XX/3X is a graph, there is a maximum integer 771 such that XX/2JX contains an 77i-od. But Xx contains an 77-od for every 77, so it follows that an element X2 of 3X has the property that X2 contains an 77-od for every 77. Continuing, we obtain continua Xo,X\,X2, ... and decompositions 3o, 2X,3S2, ... such that for k =1,2, ... , Xk is a nondegenerate element of the decomposition 3)k_x of I^_i to a graph and Xk contains an 77-od for every n . Since Xk is a nondegenerate element of 3k_x and Xk_x has only finitely many arc components, for each k, k = 1,2,..., there is a half ray 77^_1 in Xk_x that limits on a nondegenerate subcontinuum of Xk and intersects no nondegenerate or vertex element of 2>k_x . The collection of these half rays is infinite but X contains only finitely many arc components, so an infinite number of half rays lie in the same arc component of X. Without loss of generality, assume that for each k, k = 0, 1, ..., Hk lies in the same arc component of X. Pick xo in 77o. Since Xk /Sk is a graph for each k, k = 1,2,..., there is a half ray Rk in 77^. with end point x^ and with the same limiting set as 77^ that intersects none of the at most finite number of arcs from xq to Xk . For each k, k = 1,2, ... , let Ak be an arc from xq to xL icense or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use and let Ck be an arc in Rk such that AknCk = {xk} . Let 77 = U/^i At and K = Hli (IXi Q). Observe that (U~, 4)\(U£i At) is a subset of (ff=x X,.
This follows from the fact that for every 77, Xn/3Sn is a graph, and so there are only a finite number of arcs from x0 to Xn+X. Because the Xt 's are nested, it is true that (\Jf=x C')\(U~i Q) is also a subset of f|~i *i • Thus K is an 00-od with hub 77. This is a contradiction and the theorem is established.
An immediate application of the theorem yields the following Corollary. If X is an arcwise connected continuum that contains an n-od for every n, then X contains an 00-od.
